A paradox is discussed in which a photon can occupy one of two positions, 'left' or 'right.' Quantum mechanics allows the two possibilities-'nothing left, photon right' and 'photon left, nothing right'-to be combined in a (coherent) superposition; or alternatively in an (incoherent) mixture, with similar terms, but no phase relation between them. As the phase relation is statistically significant, and can in principle be revealed experimentally, the two superposed possibilities must both be present in nature, together, for they somehow 'communicate' with one another through that relation. The eigenvalue 1 + can be assigned to the presence of the photon on the right, 1 − to its absence, to construct a measurable physical quantity, 'photon-right.' Its expectation vanishes for the aforementioned superposition. If we look for the photon on the left and do not find it, it must be on the right. The superposition accordingly collapses to the term 'nothing left, photon right,' whose expectation for photon-right jumps from zero to one right away. Only with a mixture could one ascribe the initial (vanishing) expectation to an ignorance which is then overcome once the photon is not found on the left. The issue is: what exactly happens on the left to cause the ontic (and not merely epistemic) jump on the right? Is it some mental event? Or is it nothing at all?
INTRODUCTION
The problem of measurement-or of 'macro-objectification,' as Ghirardi [1] and others have called it-and the paradox of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen 1 [3] are at root very similar; in either case we are troubled by the coherence, in other words by the phases arg , | 〉 so why should we take, or consider, or pretend to have ? ρ Perhaps they are the same 'FAPP' (for all practical purposes); since it can be so hard to tell them apart-in other words to bring out the coherence that distinguishes between them-experimentally, why not settle for , ρ and not bother with the disturbing subtleties of ψ | 〉 at all. Another approach is to turn ψ | 〉 
ENTANGLED STATE INVOLVING A SINGLE PHOTON
Suppose a single photon can be found at one of two (appropriately circumscribed) places, which are far apart, and called left and right. As the photon is indivisible, if it is found on the left it will not be on the right, and vice versa; it cannot appear partly here and partly there. We will use ⏐1〉 to denote one photon, 4 ⏐0〉 for none; the product 5 ⏐0〉⊗⏐1〉 (we can write ) ⏐01〉 will accordingly indicate photon on the left (and hence not on the right). The two possibilities ⏐10〉 and ⏐01〉 can be combined in the superposition ( ),
whose key feature is its coherence, expressed by the "-" sign between the terms, in other words by the phase 1. and , ⏐01〉 are present in nature; for how can one of the two be entirely discarded if they 'communicate' or 'interact' through the phase relation? They do so inasmuch as the superposition ψ ⏐ 〉 is statistically distinguishable from the corresponding 6 incoherent state, the mixture
whose coefficients can-to some extent at any rate-be understood in terms of ignorance, as the two possibilities present are unconnected by a phase relation. Gleason's theorem [7] tells us that different quantum states, like ψ ⏐ 〉 and , ρ can always be told apart statistically; more specifically the sensitive observables of Capasso, Fortunato and Selleri [8, 9] ensure the distinguishability of a superposition of products, like , ψ ⏐ 〉 from a mixture of the same products, in this case . 
INTERPRETATION OF THE JUMP
The observable , for the two terms superposed in . ψ ⏐ 〉 If we look for the photon on the left and do not find it, the superposition will be reduced to its second term , ⏐01〉 while the expectation of photon-right jumps from 0 to +1. Everything here will turn on this jump, and how to interpret it.
The trouble is that according to standard quantum mechanics this expectation has real-ontic, not just epistemic-meaning; so the jump in photon-right will be correspondingly real, and more than just an acquisition of knowledge, an information jump, a mere update.
It may be thought that the following happens: first we are in a state of balanced ignorance, expressed by , α in which we have no idea where the photon is. Once we discover that the photon is on the right, by looking for it on the left, we overcome that ignorance, and to update our previously imperfect knowledge replace α with the certainty expressed by 1 . α So only one of the two terms in ψ ⏐ 〉 is really present in nature, only we do not know which one until we look. But how can a physically absent possibility be statistically relevant? Both terms must therefore be present in nature, which means that the expectation , α the quantity photon-right, and the jump, are all real and not just epistemic.
The jump takes place once we have found out that the photon is not on the left. One can wonder about the nature of this 'discovery.' Physically it would appear that very little need be involved; for only an absence is being established, a void or vacuum is being found. The jump is temporally circumscribed, in fact we can say that it takes place at a certain time , τ when 8 the discovery is made on the left. But what does the discovery involve? What is it that happens at time τ on the left, that causes the jump on the right? Is it an awareness of the absence? A perception of the void? A realization or understanding that there's nothing there? Do we have to take down the null result? Register it? Tell a friend [10] ? Poison a cat [11] ?
DYNAMICAL REDUCTION
It could be that perception or registration of the void depends on a dynamical reduction [1] -and hence on the presence of many particles-on the left, without which the state would remain in the superposition ( ) 2 :
⏐01〉−⏐10〉
A simple estimate of the number of ions which are involved in the visual perception mechanism makes perfectly plausible that, in the process, a sufficient number of particles are displaced by a sufficient spatial amount to satisfy the conditions under which, according to QMSL, the suppression of the superposition of the two nervous signals will take place within the time scale of perception.
To avoid misunderstandings, this analysis by no means amounts to attributing a special role to the conscious observer or to perception. The observer's brain is the only system present in the set-up in which a superposition of two states involving different locations of a large number of particles occurs. As such it is the only place where the reduction can and actually must take place according to the theory. It is extremely important to stress that if in place of the eye of a human being one puts in front of the photon beams a spark chamber or a device leading to the displacement of a macroscopic pointer, or producing ink spots on a computer output, reduction will equally take place. In the given example, the human nervous system is simply a physical system, a specific assembly of particles, which performs the same function as one of these devices, if no other such device interacts with the photons before the human observer does. It follows that it is incorrect and seriously misleading to claim that QMSL requires a conscious observer to make definite the macroscopic properties of physical systems. [1] But how would perception of nothing on the left make a photon appear on the right? The void ⏐0〉 is the result, perhaps the consequence, of the measurement; but ⏐0〉 isn't necessarily all that was there before. Surely coherence demands that the photon had some kind of presence on the left until we looked; perhaps the state of affairs on the left before measurement is best described by the statistical operator 
